
Decision tree 
for plastic water bottles

Single-use plastic water bottles 
are provided for guests.

This eliminates  
unnecessary plastic  
waste completely.

Replace single-use plastic  
water bottles with better  

rated alternative.* 
Create procedures to ensure proper disposal  

of alternative packaging.

Create procedures to ensure 
empty recyclable products and 

packaging are separated  
for recycling.

No Yes

PLEASE NOTE: 

•  When thinking about the installation of on site filtration, remember that osmosis 
systems do create waste water and work with technical services teams to ensure 
that this water is captured for use in irrigation systems or swimming pools rather 
than it going to waste. 

•  If you do switch from bottled water to implementing your own filters or to 
providing tap water, it is a good idea to prepare some customer communica-
tions that give people confidence that the water is safe to drink, tastes great, 
reduces plastic consumption etc.

Could single-use plastic bottles be removed  
completely by offering water to guests,  
as tap water or via water refill stations  

to avoid single use waste?

No

Could the water be provided in other 
packaging formats such as larger volume 
bottles, recycled plastic bottles in large 

volume sizes or in glass bottles?

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Continue to minimize waste by only providing 
single-use water bottles when necessary.

Do facilities exist to recycle bottles in  
your destination?

W A S T E H O W  T O  D I S P O S E  O F

Disposable glass bottle £� Separate for glass recycling.

Disposable plastic bottle £ Separate for plastic recycling.

Bottle made of recycled plastic £ Separate for plastic recycling.

Tetrapak box of water £ Separate for recycling with plastic or
check with your local waste facility.

 It is important  
to remember that not  

all materials are  
recyclable and you 
should check with  
your local waste  

facility.

See our  
Sustainability  

Ratings Chart and 
Standard Operating 

Procedure Booklet to 
make a more  

informed  
decision.

*
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